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Abstract : Disability is considered to be a worldwide complex phenomenon which rising at a phenomenal rate and caused by
many different factors. Chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes can lead to mobility disability in
particular and disability in general. The ICF is an integrative bio-psycho-social model of functioning and disability and
considered by the World Health Organization (WHO) to be a reference for disability classification using its categories and core
set to classify disorder’s functional limitations. Specialist programs at Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz Humanitarian City (SBAHC) are
providing both inpatient and outpatient services have started to implement the ICF and use it as a problem solving tool in
Rehab. Diabetes is leading contributing factor for disability and considered epidemic in several Gulf countries including the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), where its prevalence continues to increase dramatically. Metabolic disorders, mainly diabetes
are not well covered in Rehab field. The purpose of this study is present to research and clinical rehabilitation field of DREAM
and ICF as a framework in clinical and research setting in Rehab service. Also, shed the light on using the ICF as problem
solving tool at SBAHC. There are synergies between disability causes and wider public health priorities in relation to both
chronic disease and disability prevention. Therefore, there is a need for strong advocacy and understanding of the role of ICF
as a reference in Rehab settings in Middle East if we wish to seize the opportunity to reverse current trends of acquired
disability in the region.
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